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This book is both an introduction to fifteenth century Italian painting, and a primer in how to read social history from the style of paintings. It examines the commercial practice of early Renaissance painting, trade in contracts, letters and accounts; and it explains how visual skills and habits have evolved in the daily life of any society come into its style of
artists. The Renaissance painting is associated, for example, with the experience of activities such as sermons, dances and barrel assessments. This second edition contains an app, original Latin and Italian texts mentioned throughout the book, giving the student access to all relevant, authentic sources. 23%off RULE THREE This book has its origins in a
series of lectures that Michael Baxandall (1933 - 2008) gave at the University of London during the 70s. This may explain that its three chapters do not seem to be in the first reading to follow a unified and continuous line of reasoning. And yet they do. And they also associate with The Proposals of Baxandall in his slightly earlier Giotto and speakers:
Humanists-observers of painting in Italy and the discovery of painting. At the heart of his RULE THREE This book has its origins in a series of lectures that Michael Baxandall (1933 - 2008) gave at the University of London during the 70s. This may explain that its three chapters do not seem to be in the first reading to follow a unified and continuous line of
reasoning. And yet they do. And they also associate with The Proposals of Baxandall in his slightly earlier Giotto and speakers: Humanists-observers of painting in Italy and the discovery of painting. At the heart of his writings is a firm idea: the look or style of any particular painting is a product of his time - social, economic and cultural. Despite the simplicity of
the idea, Baxandall carved out a breakthrough. This small book has changed the opinion of many art historians, not just Renaissance specialists. With a Marxist hue, he positioned the painting as a fossil of cultural life, which shows, among other things, that it was the result of a commercial agreement. Many other social, political and economic aspects have
been involved in order for this transaction to take place in a certain way. The purpose of Baxandall is to clarify some of these aspects in the production of paintings on the Italian peninsula during 15C, and how these paintings were understood at the time. In Terms of Trade, the first chapter or lecture, Baxandall examines signed agreements between patrons
and artisans and traces how during this century has been the transition from the evaluation of materials used to assess the skill or artistry ('arte') of the master. The trade value of the painting became less and less material and approached the non-essential. In the process, this perceived inmatch was also a quality that helped the masters, gradually, to fashion
their own persona as artists. In his own and the longest chapter, Period of the Eye, he explores how the paintings lived or experienced. Citing Boccaccio (picture... Can fool the eye of the beholder, forcing itself to be mistaken for what is wrong)--, Baxandall examines the concept of representation and continues to supplant the schemes that a 15C viewer
would have in his mind when contemplating paintings. But for us these paintings are not enough, and Baxandall resorts to sufficient use as complementary fossils, various kinds of texts: contracts, letters, accounts, textbooks, treatises and sermons. Language is another medium that can reveal the process of thinking when looking at patterns, even if words
also need to be interpreted. In his Giotto and speakers, Baxandall found that the language that a Renaissance man had available when speaking of art was not only meager, but also based on a classical tradition of rhetoric, i.e. borrowed from language in language. The natural history of Pliny: Choice was the primary means of transferring from one use to
another. In search of the Eye of the Period, we find a society in which people lived behind merchandising, were Christians, and followed certain patterns of festive behavior. The degree of presence of these three cultural elements varied from person to person, but all of them had three. The nobleman may have been less dexterous with his mathematics, but
he was a believer in Christ and showed a polished level of politeness. The monk would have sound theological knowledge, but he was also instructed in arithmetic and understood the meaning of gestures to be used in the pulpit. The merchant was a master in double inged, but knew of God's dislike of usury and understood the commercial value of good
social manners. Along the religious axis of this century, the paintings were given a function: they had to be instructed. To do this effectively, they had to be able to move the believer and serve her or him as an aid to memorize their dogma. The artist was a professional visualizer of holy stories and had to come up with ways to engage his audience, help them
empathize with the scenes. The texts recommended how images can help in meditation, offering tricks such as imagining sacred scenes taking place in their city and including their acquaintances among the people involved. This implied that the paintings could not become too specific and conflict with the inner mind of the beholders. Some stock scenes
were also taken as general examples of specific virtues. The way they have rendered history has had an example of this quality. The visit was a welcome; Scenes of motherhood have put Laudability; and Christmas was a difficult place in which poverty, humility and joy were personized. Some themes, such as Annuncia, were conceived as part of a complex
narrative or Angelic Colloquy, in which any of its various stages could be discerned: Meritatio, Anxiety (Conturbatio), (Cogitatio), Investigation (Interrogatio), Representation (Humiliatio). Fra Angelico, as Humiliatio.Botticelli, as Conturbatio.For social manners, or the second cultural axis, Baxandall found several kinds of relevant texts, and in particular, books
on dance can make our understanding of swing: they are taught how movement corresponds to mood and therefore can represent a state of mind. Bodies embodied the soul. Leonardo also wrote recommendations for artists advising them to learn gestures or body language from speakers and dumb people. And an extraordinary achievement can be found in
the exile of Masaccio. Adam has all the shame and sorrow of Eve's name. Some gestures have been lost to us, making the interpretation of several paintings almost impossible for us. But Baxandall deciphered others, referring to the maiden handbook (Decor puellarum). For example, the palm of the hand, slightly raised with his fingers, unlit in a timid fan, is
very often in the sign of the invitation. One such example is the famous Primavera Botticelli. The third axis in the cultural structure is the relative importance of arithmetic in educational baggage during this period. To be able to calculate, evaluate from the eye, was a fundamental skill in a mercantile society, and it can be measured in pictures. To do this,
Baxandall turns to the education system and textbooks. No wonder there was a high school called Abaco and was focused on mathematics. The inclination of these schools has become more acute since Leonardo Fibonacci (1179-1240) introduced the Hindu-Arab numbering system and its Liber Abaci in Europe. Even for those young people who wanted to
become lawyers, a careful foundation in the art of calculation is of paramount importance for the city of merchants. One of the most fascinating texts is a mathematical guide for merchants, written by none other than the artist Piero della Francesca, De Abaco. Shapes in paintings can be easily decomposed in their basic geometric shapes - cylinders, cones
and prisms--, with the help of an eye 15C. Images obsessed with Pierrot's symmetry can easily become a game of identification of the geometric shapes used. The key to the deployment of arithmetic was the Rule of the Three, or Golden Rule and known in Florence as the Cupe Key. This simple and magical relationship trick was also popularized by
Fibonacci (anyone here who loves spirals?), and is in Leonardo's writings. This easy-to-use rule exemplifies the continuity between the practice of commercial culture and the way in which the paintings are viewed. With this latest theme, Baxandall examines how the three axes met. If some narrative scenes could also be a dramatization of virtues, it would
also be possible to allegorize mathematical relationships and turn them into pious matter suitable for sermons. Harmony spheres have already raised music, and as any reader of Dante knows, numbers can be hidden frames of compositions that have helped Contemplation. In his latest chapter, Pictures and Category, Baxandall raises again the arguments
from his Giotto, trying to find the language of painting. As artistry replaced gold leaf and azure, the language had to evolve to treat this recently valued quality. It was also supposed to help in differentiating individuality and personal styles. To do this, Baxandall found in an unlikely place, in the foreword to the 1481 Commentary on Dante, Cristoforo Landino
(1424-1498), a fascinating scenic guide. Landino was one of the ideal humanists: a champion of the folk Italian, a neo-platonic philosopher, a scholar at the University of Florence, a translator of the aforementioned fundamental work of Pliny and secretary of Signoria, in this preface Landino came up with a total of sixteen terms that referred to different
qualities defined in the way of Masaccio's paintings; Filippo Lippi; Andrea del Castagno and Fra Angelico were perceived by contemporaries. Landino developed a vocabulary for the look of the Renaissance. MASACCIO He was a copycat of nature (wannabe della nature); knew how to make a relief or three dimensions with light and shadow (rilievo); was
pure (puro) in its forms and did not resort to excesses; there was personal ease (facilit) in dealing with complex aspects; and was a master of perspective (prospect). FRA FILIPPO LIPPIA is a very different artist Masaccio, Lippi showed generous use of ornament (ornato and varieties); his compositions (compositions) were therefore admirable, and his use of
color (color) memorable. ANDREA DEL CASTAGNO This artist was closer to Masaccio and was an exhibitor of design (disegnatore), as well as a lover of difficulties (amatore della difficult), as shown by his foreshortenings (scorci). It will also respond quickly to scenic problems (prompto). FRA ANGELICOWhile his name can be used as an adjective for his
paintings, Landino has identified the pleasantness (vezzoso) and inspiring on devotion (devoto) as the qualities that this monk exhibited in his works. If some social fabric weaved the look of their paintings, they have preserved for us the appearance of this social fabric. Through these pictures we can see, if not fully see, that past social texture. ... More... More
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